
more than 15 percent of tomatoes in any lot fail to For mature-green tomatoes, the container must hold

meet the requirements of U.S. No. 1 grade and not a net weight of 25 pounds, but the dimensions of the

more than one-third of this 15 percent (5 percent) container are not regulated. During the past few

are comprised of defects causing very serious years, several shippers voluntarily adopted a metric

damage, including not more than one percent of based carton which facilitates international transport

tomatoes that are soft or affected by decay, such and export. The outside dimensions of the lid are 40

tomatoes may be shipped and designated as at least centimeters long x 30 centimeters wide. The outside

85 percent U.S. No. 1 grade, dimensions of the body for this container are 38.8

Depending on the growing season and crop condi- centimeters long x 29.1 centimeters wide x 23.4 cen-

tion, packers may not be packing all of the above timeters tall.

grades. In fact for the 1987-88 shipping season, 38.2 Tomatoes are shipped as unitized loads. Cartons

percent were shipped as 85 percent U.S. No. 1 or bet- are stacked on wooden pallets, 10 per layer and 8

ter, 39.8 percent U.S. Combination, 13.4 percent U.S. layers high, for a total of 80 cartons per pallet. The

No. 2, and 8.6 percent U.S. No. 3 grade, stacking may be done by hand or by automatic

Sizing Following sorting and grading, tomatoes palletizing equipment. Most recently, the pallet load
has been secured by adding 4 drops of glue to the

move to the mechanical sizers. These are a series of has been secured by adding 4 drops of glue to the

continuous belts with round holes cut in the belts cor- top of the lid of each container, and, as they are

responding to the maximum allowable diameter for

a given size. Most packinghouses have another Table 7. Florida tomato size classification.

presizerjust in front of the sizer to insure that under- Size
sized fruits are removed. Fruits are then sized into Classification

7x7
2  

25/32 2 10/32
progressively larger size classifications as defined by 7 x 7 2 5/32 2 18/326 x 7 28/32 218/32

the Florida Tomato Committee (Table 7). These sizes 6 x 6 2 16/32 2 26/32

differ very slightly from those specified in the U.S. 5 x 6 and larger 2 24/32

Grade Standard. Currently, the U.S. tomato industry 2 This size eliminated from Florida regulated areas.

is attempting to revise the size classifications contain-
ed in the Standard. Florida continues to use numeric stacked, the glue secures the cartons to each other

size designations (7 x 7, 6 x 7, 6 x 6, 5 x 6 and larger) making a stable load without strapping. From this

rather than the generic designations (small, medium, point onward the tomatoes are handled as palletiz-

large, etc.). The 7 x 7 size is no longer permitted for ed, 2000 pound units with fork lift trucks rather than

those packing operations in the areas regulated by as individual, 25 lb. cartons. Most of the packaged
the Florida Tomato Committee. The numeric designa- mature-green tomatoes are moved to ripening rooms

tions refer to the configuration of packing in a for ripening initiation treatments, however, they

wooden lug box, a container no longer used. may be shipped out immediately, depending on the

However, in order to avoid misbranding problems customer requirements.
and allow for a 2/32 inch overlap between size

designations, it is necessary for Florida to use sizing
terms other than small, medium, large, etc., which
are legally defined in the U.S. Standards (1). Ripening initiation

Packing Sized and graded fruits are conveyed to
automatic fillers. Fruits are jumble-packed into Ethylene (C,H 4) is used to promote faster, and

fibreboard containers until they are filled to the more uniform ripening, of green-picked tomatoes.

designated net weight (25 lbs. for greens and 20 lbs. Almost all tomato packinghouses are equipped with

for pinks). Filled containers are conveyed through storage facilities for initiating ripening with ethylene

automatic labeling wheels which stamp the size on treatments. Most of the ripening rooms have 40, 60,

the carton. Grades are usually designated by dif- 80, or 100 pallet capacities. These rooms have precise

ferent brand names or shipping labels. Empty con- controls to maintain optimum ripening initiation con-

ditions of 68 OF and 89-95 percent relative humidity
tainers are mechanically fed to the fillers through ditions of 68 IF and 89-95 percent relative humidity

chutes which deliver cartons from a make-up area (RH). A number of methods are available for in-

where the blanks are machine-run and hot-melt troducing ethylene gas in the ripening room (4), but

glued together. While being conveyed to the unitiza- the catalytic generator and flow-through systems are

tion area, the filled cartons are automatically lidded. most popular.

Containers and unitization Tomato shipping con-
tainers are constructed from corrugated fibreboard.
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